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PRESS RELEASE
Frontier Economics launches new office in Berlin
Economic consultancy seeks closer links to the political community
COLOGNE, Frontier Economics, one of Europe’s leading economic
consultancies, launches its second German office in Berlin on 11th May 2017.
“Berlin is becoming increasingly important as a hub for European business. Many
of our clients and business partners have moved their business location to the
German capital”, says Dr Christoph Riechmann, Head of the German offices. In
addition, having a Berlin office brings us geographically closer to policymakers
and key authorities. Over the last few years, the presence of Frontier consultants
working from Berlin has steadily increased, making the launch of another
German office a logical next step.
Frontier specialises on advising private businesses and industry associations as
well as ministries and public bodies by combining cutting-edge economics and
modelling expertise, helping clients respond to complex commercial and politicoeconomic challenges. “Our clients regularly praise our ability to mix our sound
economic expertise and methodical experience with our deep-rooted sector
knowledge and long-term industry experience“, Riechmann says.
In 2003, Frontier successfully launched its first German office in Cologne. In total,
Frontier employs over 170 economists who work collaboratively on projects from
Frontier’s offices in Brussels, Dublin, London, Cologne, Madrid and Paris. “The
new office in Berlin will allow us respond even quicker to political and legislative
trends and developments”, Riechmann says.
For more information about Frontier please visit www.frontier-economics.com or
contact miriam.rau@frontier-economics.com.

About Frontier Economics
Frontier Economics is one of the largest economic consultancies in Europe with
offices in Berlin, Brussels, Cologne, Dublin, London, Madrid and Paris. Frontier
uses cutting edge economics to solve complex business and policy problems,
and works with leading private and public sector organisations, as well as many
industry regulators. Further information about Frontier is available at
www.frontier-economics.com.
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